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Excavation is the process of moving earth and is considered to be one of the primary 
projects in the construction industry. The adoption of various cutting-edge technologies for 
full automation can be a solution to the various ongoing issues in construction equipment 
used for excavation such as safety, monitoring, and productivity.  
To address this, this project developed advanced safety algorithms and methodologies in 
ground mapping and estimation of excavation progress, which can accelerate autonomous 
excavation.  
For autonomous excavation, safety is a significant concern to reduce accidents and 
machinery damage. Considering this point, this thesis deals with tracking, motion 
prediction, and track management of the detected objects that can improve the safety 
function of autonomous excavators. The proposed safety algorithms can evaluate the 
degree of a potential collision risk by using the information of predicted motion of detected 
objects, working areas of the excavator, and safety indices calculation. 
The second component of this project covers the volume estimation for excavation progress 
estimation, occlusion problem for ground mapping, and 5D mapping. The volume 
estimation comprises of ground excavation volume and bucket volume estimation. To 
overcome the problem of an occlusion area that may result in incorrect mapping and 
estimation of excavation progress, sensing data of proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors 
were integrated. Finally, we proposed the idea of 5D mapping to provide a broad spectrum 
of the excavated ground info that includes the coordinates and material type and properties 
using a 3D ground map, LiDAR’s beam reflectivity, and force index. 
Keywords: autonomous excavator; predicted safety algorithm; excavation progress; 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  
Excavation is the process of moving earth and is considered to be one of the primary 
projects in the construction industry. However, construction sites for excavation are always 
under harsh ground and hazardous environmental conditions that can be a critical obstacle 
to maximize productivity and enhance safety. The adoption of various cutting-edge 
technologies for full automation (i.e., autonomous operation) can be a solution to this 
ongoing issue in construction equipment used for excavation such as safety, monitoring, 
and productivity.  
With the increasing number of accidents on the excavation sites, involving the workers, 
and the excavators, the advanced safety control algorithms become the crucial aspect of 
the autonomous excavators. The poor visibility due to the blind spots and operator’s 
carelessness can increase the chances of potential risks. So, our first focus is to develop an 
advanced safety algorithm for autonomous excavators that can predict the motion of the 
objects on the site, predict the working area of the excavator, and generate safety indices 
to avoid a collision. 
Automating the excavation process also involves monitoring its progress. The 
estimation of the excavation progress is an essential step because it keeps track of the whole 
process, and it helps to complete each task. This project focuses on developing the 
algorithm that can provide 3D ground mapping to identify the changes in the ground during 
the excavation,  the ground, and bucket volume estimation. 
It is also imperative to identify the properties of the material to be excavated as it has a 
direct effect on excavation planning. Types of materials significantly determine the forces 
required for the excavation task. Keeping this point in mind for autonomous excavation, 
we proposed a methodology of material classification, such as soil and sand. 
The introduction of autonomation in the excavation has also raised safety concerns, 
environmental monitoring, and excavation progress. The advanced safety algorithms, 3D 
ground mapping, and estimation of work progress can accelerate autonomous excavation, 
and therefore the following points are of great importance. 
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• The nature of the construction sites includes dynamic objects, such as workers and 
other machines whose presence increases the chances of collision and other 
potential hazards, thereby requiring the improvement of safety management 
systems used in autonomous excavation [4]. 
• For each excavation task, a progress estimation is required to increase efficiency. 
Also, the excavation progress is significant as it describes the completion of each 
task [5], which requires the introduction of the sensing algorithm for generating the 
digging profile and checking the excavation progress. 
• The material properties have a direct effect on the excavation, so an algorithm is 
required to identify the type and properties of the material. 
By considering the above reasons, the automation of excavation becomes a broad 
research topic as it has to deal with the safety concerns, the progress of work done,  
materials to be excavated, etc.  The mobile robotics concepts help in locomotion and 
navigation of the mobile excavators. Many applications from the robotics help in 
understanding the kinematics and dynamics of the excavators. The computer vision 
techniques help in processing the sensor’s data.  
Sensing the excavation is a challenging task; especially under the urban scenarios, 
because of compact space, narrow areas, buried gas pipes, cables, etc. Therefore, safety 
becomes a significant component, and more sophisticated ground mapping is also crucial 
to achieving safe, efficient, and productive excavation. The advanced safety algorithm 
avoids potential collision risk among the objects on the site, and ground mapping 
determines the changes in the ground, along with the objects present underground, such as 
pipes. The focus of this research is to develop an advanced safety algorithm for urban 
scenarios, along with efficient ground mapping. The main idea, scope, and objectives of 
this thesis are described in this chapter. 
 




The primary scope of this thesis is to develop the safety and the environmental 
monitoring algorithms for autonomous excavators. To support the original work, the 
processing of sensors, instrumentation of excavator, and implementation of software have 
been applied. The goal is to develop the predictive safety algorithms and to provide 
methodologies of environmental monitoring for excavation progress. 
Detailed objectives are as follows: 
Safety Algorithm: 
• Development of object tracking algorithm in the cluttered environment for tracking 
the objects and machines around the excavator on the construction site. 
• Development of safety strategies for autonomous excavators to avoid the collision 
between the excavator and other objects present on the site. 
• Development of an algorithm to predict the working area of the excavator based on 
the kinematic analysis and sensors attached to the excavator. 
• Combining object tracking, safety strategies, and working areas of the excavator to 
achieve the predicted safety algorithm that can evaluate a safety risk in terms of the 
safe, warning, and emergency braking.  
Environmental Monitoring Algorithm: 
• Development of ground mapping of an excavated area to construct a map of the 
ground after each digging. 
• Development of volume estimation algorithms using the ground profile and bucket 
CAD model. 
• Reconstruction of a ground map for an occlusion area for excavation where the 
sensor vision is blocked due to the pile on the ground or the excavator’s arm. 
• Identification of a soil type using point clouds, an intensity value of a laser beam 
from a LiDAR, and a force index. 
• Classification of soil images using the convolutional neural network to strengthen 
the soil type classification algorithm. 




Chapter 1 introduces the main scope, detailed objectives, and expected outcomes 
of this work by explaining the research area and motivation for this project. The section 
also covers the tools and software used to support the research work, along with the 
working foundations. 
Chapter 2 provides a literature review of the sensing algorithms for the 
autonomous excavators. Current research, methodologies, and challenges in the safety and 
excavation progress algorithms have also been elaborated upon. 
Chapter 3 discusses the developed experimental test platform. The section includes 
the type and working of the sensors selected for this project. Also, the working of the 
LVDT, pressure sensors, and rotational encoder attached to the arm of the excavator has 
been addressed. Lastly, the specific excavator and the hardware controller for this thesis 
have been explained. 
Chapter 4 explains the predicted safety algorithm in detail. The section starts with 
the pre-processing of sensory data that includes the object detection and tracking. Then, it  
explains the kinematic analysis to calculate the working area of the excavator. Lastly, the 
safety indices, Warning Index (𝑥), and Time to collision (𝑇𝑇𝐶) have been discussed to 
predict potential collision risks. 
Chapter 5 describes the developed environmental sensing algorithm that includes 
three different aspects of excavation progress, volume estimation, occlusion area problem, 
and 5D mapping. Volume estimation deals with the estimation of the ground volume, and 
the bucket volume after each dig. The occlusion area problem reconstructs the ground map 
using the bucket trajectory. 5D mapping helps in identifying the type and properties of the 
material on the digging area. 
Chapter 6 presents the experimental results obtained from each theme- safety, 
volume estimation, occlusion area, and the 5D mapping. The results have been explained 
by providing different scenarios for each topic. A comparative study between the scenarios 
has been carried out. 
Chapter 7 provides the closing remarks by concluding the thesis, along with the 




1.3 Working Foundation 
 
This section provides the tools and software used for the project foundation. The 
framework of the software platform used for this project has been addressed. The structure 




Veloview is a software that performs real-time visualization and processing of 
LiDAR data [6]. The data can be captured from any Velodyne HDL sensors. It helps in 
displaying the point cloud that contains the info of distance, intensity of return-of-beam, 
time, azimuth, and laser identity. The data can be exported in various forms, such as CSV, 
PCAP, etc. The software has been used to capture the point cloud from LiDAR for offline 
data processing and preliminary work.  
 







1.3.2 Stereo Vision Sensing 
 
Stereo cameras are a type of camera with two or more lenses projecting a separate 
image from each lens. This allows cameras to simulate human binocular vision, therefore 
provides the ability to capture three-dimensional images. The stereo vision technique uses 
two cameras to see the same object. A baseline separates the two cameras, the distance for 
which is accurately known, as shown in Fig. 1.2 [53]. The two images from both cameras 
are analyzed to note the differences between images. Features like edges can be found 
easily in one image, and the same feature can be searched in the second image. The 
disparity between the images helps to get the depth of the point, which enables projecting 
it in a 3D world [52]. 
 Every point in a point cloud corresponds to a solid angle of operation, and the 
distance from the point in that direction. In this way, the sensor can scan all the possible 
solid angles. The distance and angles can be projected into a 3D world for mapping 
purposes. 
 
Figure 1.2: Stereo Vision Process [52] 
 
1.3.3 Point Cloud Registration. 
 
Registration is the process of aligning two or more point clouds of the same scene 
[40]. It helped in reconstructing the same scenes from different sources or locations. The 





Figure 1.3: Point Cloud Registration Workflow 
The point cloud registration is divided into three steps, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Two 
point-clouds have been chosen. The first point cloud is fixed, and the second is moving. 
Before applying the registration algorithm, preprocessing should be done on the raw point 
cloud. The first step in the preprocessing is to remove the outliers, noise, and unwanted 
objects. The second step of preprocessing is to downsample the data into a smaller number 
of points that helped in reducing the computational complexity. After the preprocessing, 
the registration method has been implemented on the preprocessed data. The point cloud 
registration has been illustrated in Fig. 1.4. 
 
 




 A comparison between different transformation and registration techniques is 
mentioned in Table 1.1, and 1.2 
 
Table 1.1: Transformation Methods Comparison 
Transformation Description 
Rigid Preserves shape, undergo translation, 
rotation 
Affine Allows the objects to shear and change 
scale in addition to translations and 
rotations. 
Non-Rigid the shape of objects in the scene to change.  
 
Table 1.2: Registration Methods Comparison 
Registration Method 
(function) 
Transformation Type Description Performance 
Characteristics 
NDT Rigid Relies on an initial 
transform estimate, 
Better with point clouds 
of differing resolutions 
and densities 
Fast registration method, 
but generally slower 
than ICP 




CPD Rigid, affine, and non-
rigid 







1.3.4 Geometric Transformations of Point Clouds 
 
Geometric transformation is referred to as the transformation of perceived data 
from vision sensors. This transformation could be translational, rotational, shearing the 
point cloud, and scaling.  The geometric transformation matrix has been used to perform a 
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global transformation of the point cloud. Often during the excavation tasks, we use multiple 
sensors. Since each sensor has its frame of reference, we need to transform each frame of 
reference to a single global reference. Such transformations can be done using the 
transformation matrices.  
For this project, we are using a stereo vision camera and a LiDAR. Both sensors 
provide the 3D point cloud. The transformation matrices for 3D point clouds are given in 
appendix A.  
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This chapter covers the literature review of relevant topics in the sensing field of 
the excavation. State of the art methodologies for sensing construction environment are 
addressed. In addition to the challenges faced in this field, this chapter also introduces the 
current research in the areas of safety and excavation progress. The existent studies on 
safety are reviewed in terms of the type of used sensors, feature, function, and algorithm. 
Excavation progress research is addressed in various contexts such as volume estimation, 
occlusion area problem, image-based progress, point clouds, and UAVs.  
Finally, the chapter summarizes the currently applied algorithms and technologies 
in safety management and excavation progress for construction equipment. It also 
describes the intrinsic limitations of each approach that motivates this study. 
 
2.2 Challenges in Sensing for Autonomous Excavation 
  
Constructions sites are complicated, because of the presence of workers, goods, and 
machines [12]. The interaction among these objects can create difficulty in perception due 
to occlusion. A fusion of proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors can be a solution to this 
problem [24]. The proprioceptive sensors can be used to identify the dynamics of an 
excavator such as motor speed, wheel load, robot arm joint angles while the 
exteroceptive sensors like Lidar can acquire the information of change in the environment 
by measuring the distance between the excavator and objects. 
The machine’s external environment sensing is a prerequisite to: planning the tasks 
and controlling the motion, monitoring the objects around the excavator, autonomous 
digging operation, and monitoring the progress towards task completion. 
Existing researches focus on 3D mapping of the changes in the external 
environment. This change could be the workspace, terrains, objects around the machine, or 
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their historical variation due to excavation [11]. The commonly used sensors are stereo 
vision cameras, or 2D or 3D laser scanners. A stereo vision camera can acquire data rapidly. 
However, the accuracy is lower than laser scanners. In contrast, laser scanners are 
expensive and susceptible to vibration that is a significant factor to significantly degrade 
the sensing performance in excavation machines. 
Parameter estimation is an essential factor in autonomous operations. Although 
some states such as pressure, strokes, rotation, and changes in the ground surface can be 
directly measured by sensors, estimation of some key states such as position of moving 
objects around an excavator and interaction force between the bucket and ground is still 
challenging [20]. 
 
2.3 Safety Algorithms for Autonomous Excavators 
 
2.3.1 Sensor-Based Safety Management 
 
This section covers the safety management for construction using different sensor-
based technologies, such as vision-based sensing, wireless sensor networks, and the 
combination of multiple sensors.  
Between 2005 to 2019, the distribution of different sensor-based technologies 
shows that the most widely used technology is RFID, followed by wireless sensor 
networks, camera-based, and UWB (ultra-wideband) [12]. WLAN (wireless local area 
network) and ultrasound are the least used technologies.  The study of [13] proposed a real-
time locating system (RTLS) using the RFID that can achieve safe operations for 
construction machines. The proposed system includes three key components that are the 
localization, wireless networking, and an assistant tag to provide robust localization 
performance in the construction sites. The localization function retains high accuracy in 
localization, even in the presence of obstacles. The wireless network can transfer real-time 
data and minimizes information loss. To implement RFID, tags must be linked to target 
objects, and RFID readers are required to detect the corresponding tags. The necessary 
preparation work and additional devices have significant disadvantages. RFID requires a 
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direct line of sight for optimal accuracy, which is a difficult condition to perform in 
construction. In addition, it requires the installation of multiple labels and receivers which 
limit their practicality. 
[14] provided the idea of material tagging using RFID tags that can be automatically 
identified and tracked on construction sites. This approach permits the automatic reading 
of tagged materials by the supervisor. Placing labels on resources involves numerous 
problems that a vision-based approach does not have. Namely, staff can intentionally 
remove labels due to privacy issues, reading labels on ferrous materials remains a 
challenge, and the size and geometry of the label make it difficult to apply. GPS works 
well for monitoring heavy construction equipment (e.g.-, earthmoving) but it may not 
provide accurate positioning data in places where GPS signals cannot reach such as very 
dense urban environments or indoors.  
The vision-based safety management has also gained some attention in recent years. 
[15] developed a motion capture and recognition framework for safety management that 
could achieve behavior-based monitoring for unsafe action detection. This framework can 
be characterized by the main functions of unsafe behavior identification, collection of site 
videos and motion templates, extraction of a 3D skeleton from the videos, and unsafe action 
detection using skeleton and motion templates. Unsafe behavior is the data from accident 
statistics, and historical safety documents, while unsafe action is based on the posture of 
the worker. Three-dimensional (3D) sensing devices, e.g., stereo-vision camera and depth 
sensors have been used to determine the distance from given 3D spatial information. 
However, such sensing devices are limited in their range and are sensitive to lighting, and 
therefore, they are not feasible for construction safety management. 
 
2.3.2 Algorithms-Based Safety Management 
 
The accident forewarning system (AFS) safety management for construction sites 
usually adopts “accident prevention” or “accident forewarning system.” It emphasizes 
upon generating an early warning index that is capable of detecting and identifying unsafe 
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behavior of persons or machinery around construction sites. The accident forewarning 
system provides support for prevention and sending alerts to construction workers and 
managers.  [16] proposed the function of accident prevention by implementing internet-of-
things in a safety management system for tower crane groups. In their system, an anti-
collision algorithm can be generated to check the state of each tower crane using horizontal 
and vertical position sensors, angle sensors, tilt, and wind speed sensors. 
Another approach for construction site safety management is the “safety route 
prediction and planning (SRPP).” This method can predict trajectories of a worker or a 
machine and be extended to prevent a collision. [17] proposed the idea of tracking and 
predicting the states of on-site workers and mobile machines by applying the Kalman filter.  
The algorithm takes the input data in the form of video frames from multiple 
sources and outputs the corresponding predicted states. The limitation of this idea is that 
the proposed tracking filter works with linear states only. However, the movement of the 
machines and workers on the construction sites are non-linear. Another demerit of this 
approach is that the idea shows the state of workers or machines only; and does not provide 
the interaction between these two. 
The next approach is the “integrated safety management.” [18] built an “integrated 
safety management system” by considering the hot and humid environment on construction 
sites that enable real-time environmental monitoring, visualization, and notification with 
the aid of wireless sensors network. Another outcome of this system is to provide reliable 
data for time-sensitive emergencies of health and safety management. This idea deals with 
the quality inspection of construction material and the health management of workers.  
LiDARs (light detection and ranging) as a remote sensing method have become 
very popular in the autonomous vehicles research field. There has not been much research 
work in the field of safety management for autonomous excavators using LiDARs. [19] 
developed detailed safety algorithms for autonomous excavators using a 2D laser scanner 
and kinematics analysis. 
However, most previous studies have focused on proximity-based safety 
management using current state detection that is not sufficient to capture potential safety 
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risks comprehensively. Therefore, the necessity for predicting unsafe conditions and 
potential risks must be raised for autonomous construction equipment. 
 
2.4 Autonomous Excavation Progress 
 
The fully autonomous excavation system can travel to the work location, corrects 
the pose, and map the terrain after each dig to monitor the work progress [11]. 
The excavation progress can be monitored using different sensors such as stereo 
cameras, LiDARs, UAVs, drones, satellite images, geotagging, etc. The selection of 
sensors is correctly oriented to the desired type of output.  
[21] developed the automation algorithms of autonomous truck loading for a 
robotic excavator, which can deal with the automatic process of determination of digging 
areas, dumping soil into a truck, and moving between digging and dumping points. In this 
study, two laser range finders were used to localize a truck and to estimate the soil.   Unless 
an excavator is situated on top of an elevated bench and a truck stops at a designated 
location, it can be difficult to recognize either the truck or any other nearby object nearby. 
As an example, to apply the digital photograph technique in the area of excavation 
progress, [22] proposed a methodology to calculate the earthwork volume and progress of 
excavation using the geotagged photographs. The proposed method could create a mesh to 
calculate the geometric volume by using point clouds from taken pictures, which was 
compared with the accumulated software volume. 
 [23] suggested an idea for the estimation of bucket soil volume using the 
registration techniques. Range bearing and tilt sensors scan the environment, the bucket 
was then segmented using the cluster analysis, and the ICP algorithm was used to identify 
the pose of the bucket. To calculate the bucket soil volume from the payload, height grids 
that [5] adopted were used but this method is independent of any bucket model prior to the 
experiments. The container model was generated using the first few frames of point cloud 
when the bucket was empty and visible. This empty model served as the reference 
coordinates of the measured point cloud. The volume was calculated by subtracting the 
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reference point cloud from the current one. The corners of the bucket were marked, and the 
point clouds from inside, and outside regions of the bucket were segmented. The inside 
point cloud was used for the volume calculation. Although the results were satisfactory, a 
generalization of this approach is difficult since a dragline was designed for a specific 
purpose. Additionally, the bucket moves in the whole range of visibility of the LiDAR in 
this application, However, other machinery might not have such a visibility range. 
To overcome the occlusion area problem, these sensors would not help as much as 
the other transducers like pressure sensors, and LVDT would do. The occlusion problem 
has been well addressed in [24]. During an excavation task using an excavator, some 
digging areas can be unperceived by the sensor vision due to the remaining pile. This 
situation can be eliminated by integrating the maps from proprioceptive and exteroceptive 
sensors. 
[25] focused on identifying the material type by creating a 4D map. This map 
combined 3D data (XYZ) and intensity data that is the reflection of the laser beam of the 
sensor. It can help in the identification of material types since a brighter object (material) 
show higher intensity than a dark object. However, this study was not extensively 
developed to classify material (soil) types that is one of the useful information for the 
planning and operation of autonomous excavation. For the accurate material classification, 
further information such as ground resistive force and pressure of hydraulic actuators while 




This chapter provides a literature review on the existing studies on safety 
management and excavation progress in the construction equipment. The proposed 
algorithms for construction safety management mostly rely on proximity-based solutions, 
or by using the extra equipment, such as RFID. Installation and management of extra 
sensors may result in less accuracy of the safety. The tracking of the machines and the 
workers is the crucial point. However, mostly the proposed ideas are not focussed on 
estimating or predicting the states of the objects. Predicting the states is an important aspect 
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as it provides the safety management algorithm to address any potential risk within time. 
Thus, the state prediction needs to be considered for advanced and s safety features that 
autonomous excavators require. 
The excavation progress algorithms dealt with the estimation of either bucket 
volume, or the ground excavation volume estimation. However, during the excavation task, 
the occlusion area may occur, which results in the incorrect mapping, and volume 
estimation. The researchers except [24] do not address the occlusion area problem, and 
therefore further research needs to be made.  The research gaps in the prediction states of 
safety management, occlusion area problem, and identifying the material properties 









This chapter describes the experimental test platform setup.  It starts with the test 
platform excavator, following up with the selection of sensors. The first part of the chapter 
describes a set-up of the developed test platform for experimental validations that includes 
a mini excavator, a hardware controller, electrical and hydraulic components. The second 
part of this chapter provides a rationale to select the required sensors and descriptions of 
the features of chosen sensors.  
3.2 Test Platform 
 
The developed test platform consists of three subsystems, electronic, hydraulic, and 
mechanical systems. The electronic system comprises a power supply, electro-hydraulic 
drivers, and sensors mentioned in the above section. The hydraulic system consists of 
EHPV’s (Electro-Hydraulic Proportional Valve), DCV (directional control valves), 
hydraulic actuators, hydraulic reservoir, and a hydraulic pump. Lastly, the main body, and 
the three links, boom, arm, and bucket, belong to the mechanical system.  The section 
describes the architecture of the test platform in terms of core components and the functions 
and features of the selected hardware controller. 
 
3.3 The Excavator 
 
Figure 3.1 shows the excavator prototype, and the specifications of the main 
components are listed in the following table.  
 




The mechanical system is composed of the three links; arm, boom, and the bucket. 
It has the rotation of 360 degrees, 30 degrees for both left and right steering, and a weight 
of 550 kgs. The lengths of boom, arm, and bucket links are 1460.5 mm, 869.95 mm, and 
615.95 mm, respectively. The joint constraints are -29° to 79°, -59° to -155°, and -11° to -
157° for boom, arm, and bucket, respectively. The total extended length of the excavator 
is approximately 2 meters. 
 
Figure 3.1: Test Platform [1] 
 
Table 3.1: Platform Specifications 
Description Specification 
Battery 12 V DC 
EHPV Sun Hydraulics FPBF - XD 
CBV Syn Hydraulics 3:1 pilot ratio 
DCV DHE-071 Atos Solenoid Directional Valve 
EHD Sun Hydraulics XMD 
Hydraulic Motor Marazocchipompe , 4.81/min at 1500 RPM, 
210-250 bars 
LVDT Baluff micropulse BTL 2UMJ 
Pressure Sensor Baluff Pressure transmitter BSP00H6 
Rotary Encoder Nocotechnik RFC RFC -4800 
Host PC Lambda Tensor- Book  




3.3.2 Electronic System 
 
Among several components in an electronic system of the test platform, electro-
hydraulic drivers were used to supply the current to the EHPV based on the control signal. 
Through the drivers, the flow rate of the hydraulic fluid to the actuator and its velocity can 
be controlled. Figure 3.2 shows an integration of EDHs (Electro-Hydraulic Driver) with the 
other components of the electronic system. The power supply system consists of a 12 volts 
DC battery. This battery was used to supply power to the central controller, relay box, 
EHDs, and other instrumentation. The relay box (Fig. 3.3) was used to transmit the current 
to the DCVs (Directional Control Valves). The logical input from the controller controlled 
this transmission. The relay box controls the actuator’s movement direction and bridges 
the low voltage side to the high voltage side. 
 






Figure 3.3: Relay Box 
 
3.3.3 Hydraulic System 
 
The hydraulic system comprises of the hydraulic actuators, hydraulic pump, 
EHPVs, DCVs, hydraulic reservoir, and a hydraulic motor. The load valves were used to 
supply the pressure from the pump to the other valves. The hydraulic pressure using the 
hydraulic motor was supplied for the functions such as forward, backward movements, 
steering, stabilizer, rotation of the body, and the motions of the links’ actuators. Figure 3.4 
shows the position of actuators and links.  EHPVs are used for the flow regulation, and 




Figure 3.4: Links and Actuators of Excavator 
 
3.3.4 Hardware Controller 
 
The hardware controller used for this project is the MicroAutobox II embedded PC 
(dSPACE), as shown in Fig. 3.5. It is well used in the Automated Driving Assistance 
(ADAS) [28], and Development Platform for Safe and Efficient Drive (DESERVE) to 
interface the vehicle bus, sensors, and actuators. The safety and the excavation progress 
algorithms were developed using the host PC and uploaded to this hardware controller. The 
controller also has an option for CAN bus communication, which is used to transmit and 
receive data from the controller to other instruments. For this project, the safety, and 
excavation progress algorithms were developed using the MATLAB, and uploaded to the 
controller. Data from the controller can be downloaded, parameterize, and analyze using 
the Ethernet communication protocol. The algorithm development and implementation 







Figure 3.5: dSPACE MicroAutoBox II [28] 
 
• Step 1: Designing a model 
- The control logic was developed and simulated in the Simulink environment. 
• Step 2: The developed algorithm was converted to C language for compatibility 
with the controller. 
- This option is available in Simulink. The compiled program was uploaded to 
the controller. 
• Step 3:  After the successful simulation, the logic was implemented in real-time 
using the controller 
- The simulation interface blocks were replaced by the blocks for the I/O 
configuration offered by the dSPACE, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Parameters were 
specified in the same steps by following the pin layout and the hardware. 
- dSPACE provides a software platform, Control Desk that deals with real-time 










The sensor plays an essential role in the automation of excavators since it can detect 
changes and risks in the ground and working environment and provide this sensing 
information to the control, safety, and progress monitoring systems. For autonomous 
operations and safety control of autonomous excavators, fusion sensing using multiple 
sensors is essential. The following sub-sections provide the features and specifications of 
each sensor used in this study for ground mapping, detection of safety risks, and recognition 
of bucket tip position.  
 
3.4.1  LiDAR Sensor – Velodyne VLP 16 
 
Velodyne VLP-16 is a 3D LiDAR sensor that is the smallest and most advanced 
product of Velodyne [26]. The sensor is comparatively cost-effective than other sensors 
available in the market. It provides the critical features of real-time, 3D distance with 
calibrated reflectivity, along with the coverage of 360 degrees.  The detailed specification 
of the Velodyne VLP-16 is given in Table 3.2 below. 
Table 3.2: VLP-16 Specifications 
Description Specification 
Range 100 meters 
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Range Accuracy ± 3 cm 
Field of View (Vertical) +15° to -15° (30°) 
Field of View (Horizontal) 360° 
Angular Resolution (Vertical) 2.0° 
Angular Resolution (Horizontal) 0.1°-0.4° 
Power Consumption ~8W 
Weight 850 g 
Points Generation ~30,000 points per second 
Environmental Protection IP67 
 
 
Figure 3.7: VLP-16 LiDAR 
 
This sensor was selected to fit the safety control application due to the following 
features. First, the sensor can achieve the FOV (Field of View) of 360 degrees that enable 
to detect objects from all orientations around an excavator using a single sensor. Otherwise, 
multiple sensors needed to cover the same scanning coverage.  
The detectable range of this sensor is 100 meters, which is sufficient for urban 
excavation in tight and narrow space. The range accuracy (± 3 cm) of this sensor is another 
consideration of selection since it has a significant impact on the accuracy of the gathered 
data of obstacles and the quality of detection and tracking. Finally, the sensor does not 
include any rotational part, and this feature makes it convenient to mount on the excavator, 




3.4.2 Stereo Camera – ZED Camera 
 
The ZED camera as a stereo camera is a 3D sensor suited for long-range depth 
perception and motion detection. The stereo cameras provide objects and applications 
with the ability to see and understand the physical world.  
Table 3.3: ZED Camera Specifications 
Description Specification 
Output Resolution 2208 x 1242 (15 fps), 1920 x 1080 (30 fps), 
672 x 376 (100 fps) 
Interface  USB 3.0 
Field of View  Max. 90° (H) x 60° (V) x 100° (D) 
Depth Range 0.5 m to 25 m 
Depth Accuracy <2% up to 3m, <4% up to 15 m 
Focal Length 2.88 mm 
Power Consumption 380 mA /5V 
Weight 170 g 
Points Generation ~30,000 points per second 
 
 




ZED Camera provides point clouds without preprocessing, which makes it easy to 
integrate with LiDAR’s point cloud. For excavation progress, the sensor should provide 
dense point cloud data for a targeted position, in which LiDARs are not useful as they 
provide long-range but lack in dense point cloud due to the vacant spaces between the 
channels. The ZED camera was selected to meet this requirement. Another selection reason 
is due to the operational principle that this type of stereo camera processes images from 
two lenses, which act as the human eyes. In this way, it is hardly affected by the sunlight 
and outdoor environments compared to other stereo cameras processing the IR beam that 
is influenced by interference from the sunlight. 
 
3.4.3 LVDT Sensor 
 
LVDT sensors were mounted on each link (arm, boom, and bucket), along with the 
actuators, as shown in Fig. 3.9. LVDT sensors measure the stroke of each actuator. 
 The strokes were mapped to get the joint angles. These angles were used to calculate 
the bucket tip’s position and trajectory. The cylinder stroke was calculated using Eq. (3 -1). 





 × 𝑉𝑐                                            (3-1) 
 
where 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑐  is the current stroke, 𝑉2 − 𝑉1 is the voltage difference between the 
maximum and minimum positions of the cylinder, 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum stroke, and 




Figure 3.9: LVDT Sensor on Excavator [1] 
 
Table 3.4: LVDT Specifications 
Description Specification 
Type Magneto – Strictive Linear Position 
Interface Analogue, Voltage 
Operating Voltage 10 – 30 V DC 
Output Voltage 0 – 5 V 
Measurement Length 500 mm 
 
 
3.4.4 Pressure Sensor 
 
The pressure sensors (Fig. 3.10) were used to calculate the force exerted by each 
boom, arm, and bucket and the torque associated with these links. The force calculation 
was obtained using: 
𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 𝑃𝐻𝐴𝐻 − 𝑃𝑅𝐴𝑅                                                   (3-2) 
where 𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑙  is the force exerted by the corresponding actuator, 𝑃𝐻  and 𝐴𝐻 are the pressure 
and area at the piston head side, respectively. 𝑃𝑅  and 𝐴𝑅 are the pressure and area at the 




Table 3.5: Pressure Sensor Specifications 
Description Specification 
Unit Bar 
Range 0 – 600 bars 
Input Voltage  8 – 32 V DC 




Figure 3.10: Pressure Sensor on Excavator [1] 
 
3.4.5 Rotatory Encoder 
 
The measurement of the excavator body’s yaw angle was carried out using a rotatory 
encoder. A contactless rotary encoder was installed at the bottom-center of the body. The 
encoder helps in measuring the yaw angle during the dumping process that is required to 
recognize the position of the bucket for safety monitoring and autonomous excavation. The 
selected rotary encoder is a non-contact type encoder that gives an output signal range of 
0.5 to 4.5 V, along with a range of 360 degrees, and requires a supply voltage of 12 V. 








In conclusion, this chapter describes a set-up of the developed test platform for an 
autonomous excavator. For the excavator’s part, three subsystems of the excavator; 
mechanical, hydraulic and electronic systems have been addressed. The components of 
each subsystem have been presented along with their workings and specifications. In the 
end, the selected hardware controller was introduced in terms of functional features and 
step to achieve real-time operation. 
For the sensors part, several sensors such as LiDAR, ZED stereo camera, rotatory 
encoder, LVDT, and pressure sensor have been discussed. The LiDAR, due to its long-
range and high accuracy, used for the safety algorithms, the stereo camera has been used 
for excavation progress because of its dense point cloud data, rotatory encoder measured 
the rotation of the excavator’s body, LVDT provided the stroke data from the actuators, 
that was used to calculate the bucket trajectory, and lastly, the pressure sensor measures 





Chapter 4. Safety Modules for Autonomous Excavators 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter explains the study of a 3D LiDAR-based safety module for an 
autonomous excavator. The algorithm predicts the motion of objects around the excavator 
and evaluates the severity of collision risks in terms of time and distance.  The framework 
for this study is made up of 3 components: Obstacle detection, tracking, and predictive 
safety evaluation. The object detection was done using the plane fitting, K-means, and 
bounding box algorithms. Object tracking was carried out using the Extended Kalman 
Filter (EKF) and Joint probabilistic Data Association (JPDA). The object tracking filter 
provides the estimated and predicted states of the objects approaching around the 
excavator. The last component deals with the safety indices with which kinematics of 
excavator, working areas of the excavator, time to collision (TTC), and warning index (x) 
was calculated. The framework of the predicted safety module is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The 
LiDAR data has been utilized by the object estimation and tracking algorithms for objects 
states estimation. Kinematic analysis provided the working area of the excavator by 
processing the measurements from LVDT sensors. The objects estimated position, and the 
working area of the excavator are processed under the safety indices algorithm to calculate 
the time and distance to collision. 
 




4.2 Object Detection 
 
This section describes a method of processing LiDAR data and extracting obstacle 
points. Velodyne VLP-16 was selected as a 3D LiDAR for this task. The selection criteria 
for a LiDAR have been addressed in the previous chapter. Raw point cloud data from a 
LiDAR need to be extracted and processed through several essential steps to carry out the 
obstacle detection. These steps are shown in Fig. 4.2. A detailed explanation is provided as 
follows: 
 
Figure 4.2: Object Detection and Tracking Workflow 
 
 
4.2.1 Plane Fitting and Ground Points 
 
Ground point detection is a step where the points belonging to the ground (earth 
surface) were extracted because the developed algorithm focuses on detecting objects 
rather than ground plane. The extraction of the ground plane is a primary step as it reduces 
computational costs by removing unwanted points.  
In the safety module in Fig. 4.2, the ground plane was detected by RANSAC 
(Random Sample Consensus) [35] that is a repetitive method to estimate a model from a 
given data set containing outliers. The M-Estimator sample consensus (MSAC) algorithm, 
a variant of RANSAC, fits a plane model to the point cloud to get the ground points. 
RANSAC randomly selections a subset of data set, fits a model to selected points, and find 
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the number of outliers. After detecting the non-ground points, the next step was to cluster 
the non-ground points and detect the obstacles, which is discussed in the next section. 
 
4.2.2 Neighboring and Clustering 
 
Once the ground points were detected, the remaining points were labeled as the 
non-ground points. Then, these non-ground points were formed into clusters. However, 
clustering the remaining whole point cloud is computationally high, since the scanning 
range of LiDAR is very long. A radius was defined to restrict a region of interest (ROI) in 
which points were considered as neighbors [36]. The clustering was done on the 
neighboring points. 
The clustering step was carried out by using the Euclidean distance. The Euclidean 
distance was set to 0.4 meters, which is almost identical to the average chest width of a 
worker. The upper bound of a cluster was set to the average vehicle size to eliminate more 
massive clusters. In such a case, only humans and objects having a similar size of the 
vehicles were formed into clusters. Objects that are smaller than humans or bigger than 
vehicles were neglected. The next step after clustering is to set a bounding box on each 
























Figure 4.3: Raw Point Cloud (a), and Clustered Point Cloud (b) 
 
 
4.2.3 Bounding Box 
 
A bounding box was created to fit each cluster to show detected objects [35]. The 
generated bounding box provided the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 coordinates of the center point of a 
detected object.  The conversion of each cluster to its corresponding bounding box was 
made using [𝑥 𝑦 𝑧 𝑙 𝑤 ℎ], where 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 refer to the position of the bounding box. 𝑙, 𝑤, 
and ℎ are the length, width, and height of the bounding box, respectively. 
The bounding box was fitted onto each cluster by using the maximum and minimum 
points of the object. The corner points of the bounding box were calculated by checking 
the maximum and minimum distance points from the center point. Figure 4. 4 shows the 





Figure 4.4: Detected Objects with Bounding Boxes 
 
4.3 Object Tracking and Track Management 
 
Object tracking deals with state estimation and prediction of objects around the 
excavator. Every position of objects was first measured by a LiDAR, then estimated and 
predicted by the designed filter. Track management can be achieved by the data association 
algorithm that can assign tags and different properties of each corresponding track. It also 
helped in determining the number of objects on-site and handling the tracking and 
prediction information of each object. 
 
4.3.1 Extended Kalman Filter 
 
Object tracking was conducted by applying the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [36, 
37]. The EKF outperforms the linear filter due to its ability to deal with nonlinear states 
and processes, such as motions of workers and machines. The procedure to design an EKF 
is shown in Fig. 4.5, and the model is given as: 
𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘, 𝑢𝑘 , 𝑇)+ 𝑤𝑘                                                       (4-1) 
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𝑧𝑘 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘 , 𝑇) + 𝑣𝑘                                               (4-2) 
where 𝑇 is the sample time, 𝑤𝑘  is the process noise, 𝑣𝑘  is the measurement noise, 𝑥𝑘+1 is 
the state vector, 𝑧𝑘  is the measurement, 𝑤𝑘  is s the process noise that was assumed to be 
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 .                                          (4-5) 
𝑥−𝑘+1 = 𝑓(𝑥
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𝑘 , 𝑢𝑘).                                              (4-6) 
𝑃−𝑘+1 = 𝐹𝑘𝑃𝑘𝐹
𝑇










−.                            (4-8) 
𝑥+𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑘+1 + 𝐾𝑘+1(𝑧𝑘+1 − 𝐻𝑘𝑥
−
𝑘+1).                            (4-9) 
𝑃+𝑘+1 = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑘+1𝐻𝑘)𝑃
−
𝑘+1 .                                  (4-10) 
 
where 𝐹 is state Jacobian matrix, 𝐻 is the observation matrix, 𝑥−𝑘+1 is the priori state, 
𝑃−𝑘+1 is the priori covariance, 𝐾𝑘+1 Kalman gain, 𝑥
+
𝑘+1 is the posteriori estimate, and 
𝑃+𝑘+1 is the posteriori covariance.  
The EKF was modeled as the constant velocity, assuming that the objects being 
tracked are moving at a constant velocity, as mentioned in Eq. (4-1). Eqns. (4-4) and (4-5) 
describe the Jacobian matrices of state and observation. The filter adopted the linearization 
method for the nonlinear state equations, while the covariance matrices remain linear. The 


















4.3.2 Joint Probabilistic Data Association 
 
Data association is the process of assigning tags and different entities such as 
position, velocity, tracking information, and predicted states to each object. For this project, 
the data association for the object tracking filter was handled by the Joint Probabilistic Data 
Association (JPDA). The JPDA is capable of handling data from multiple sensors and 
objects to assign the detection information. The JPDA algorithm associates multiple 
detected objects to their corresponding tracks from the previous frames [38]. 
The logic flow of JPDA is as follows [39]: 
• Division of detections into multiple groups for multiple sensors. 
• For each sensor:  
o Calculation of distances from detections to existing tracks. 
Predict 
𝑥+𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑘+1 + 𝐾𝑘+1(𝑧𝑘+1 − 𝐻𝑘𝑥
−
𝑘+1) 
𝑃+𝑘+1 = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑘+1𝐻𝑘)𝑃
−
𝑘+1 
𝑧𝑘 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘, 𝑇) + 𝑣𝑘 
Correct 
𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘, 𝑢𝑘 , 𝑇) + 𝑤𝑘  
𝑥−𝑘+1 = 𝑓(𝑥
+
𝑘 , 𝑢𝑘) 
𝑃−𝑘+1 = 𝐹𝑘𝑃𝑘𝐹
𝑇













𝑥𝑜|𝑜 , 𝑃𝑜|𝑜 
Figure 4.5: EKF Procedure 
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o Calculation of validation matrix. 
o Separation of tracks and detection into clusters. 
Following are the steps to update each cluster: 
• Generation of feasible joint events. 
• Posteriori probability calculation for each joint event. 
• Calculation of marginal probability of each detection-track pair. 
• Reporting of weak detections that are within the validation gate of at least one track. 
• Unassigned and weak detections get new tracks 
• Deletion of tracks: tracks are deleted based on the defined number of scans without 
detection. 
• All tracks are predicted to the latest time value. 
 The workflow of the JPDA needs to identify if the detections can be associated 
with any of the existing tracks. The assignment of estimated, and predicted states to each 
detection can be done by evaluating a validation gate around predicted measurement. The 
validation gate is a spatial boundary centered at the predicted measurement. The validation 
gate is defined using the probability of state estimation and covariance of the existing track. 
The correct detections have a high chance of falling within the validation gate. The next 
step of JPDA is to determine if the measurement of objects position falls within the 
validation gate.  
The data association becomes complex in the case of multiple tracks because one 
detection can fall into the validation gates of multiple tracks, as shown in Fig. 4.6. In this 
figure, 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 are the tracks, and ellipses are the validation gates. 𝐷2 is at the intersection 





Figure 4.6: JPDA Events 
 
To represent a relationship of association among the tracks in a cluster, a validation 
matrix was used. Each row of the matrix corresponds to a detection while a column 
reparents a track. The first column was added and usually referred to as “𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘 0”. If the 
detection 𝐷𝑖  is inside the validation gate of track 𝐷𝑗 , the (𝑗, 𝑖 + 1) entry of the matrix is set 
as 1, otherwise zero. The validation matrix (𝛺) for the above case (Fig. 4. 6) is given as: 




]                                              (4-11) 
  
 Note that all the elements of the first column are 1, because of clutter or false alarm. 
The value of 1 in the first, and second row of the second column shows that Track1 
validation gate has detections 1 and 2 while Track2 has second and third detection 
represented by 1 in the second and third row of the third column. 
 
4.4 Safety Indices 
 
This section explains the modeling and calculation of the safety module using the 
defined safety indices of time to collision (𝑇𝑇𝐶) and warning index (𝑥). The time required 
for an object to collide with the excavator is known as 𝑇𝑇𝐶. 𝑥 is the warning index that is 




4.4.1 Kinematic Analysis and Working Area of Excavator 
 
 
Figure 4.7: LVDT- Stroke Data 
 
The angles for each joint of the excavator’s manipulator were calculated using the 
stroke data from the LVDT sensors. Kinematic analysis was conducted to calculate the 
actual and predicted working areas of the excavator, using the converted angles.  Figure 
4.8 shows the main points on each link. 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3−2, and 𝑃3−1 denote the arm joint, bucket 
joint, midpoint of the bucket, and bucket tip, respectively. 𝑑 is the distance from the center 
of the main body to the base of the boom, and 𝜃 is the angle of each joint. 𝑥3−1 denotes the 
maximum working area of the excavator when each link is fully extended.  
𝑃3−2  𝑃1 
 𝑃2 
 𝑃3−1 








Figure 4.8: Working Area of the Excavator [19] 
 
The maximum working area of the excavator is fixed. The actual working area of 
the excavator was determined by calculating the maximum value of all 𝑥 components. The 
predicted angle of each part was calculated by: 
∆𝜃𝑖 = (?̇?𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 3𝜎)𝑖∆𝑡                                    (4-12) 
 
where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of noise in the angular velocity signal. 3𝜎 represents 
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]                    (4-13) 
 
𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒,𝑝,𝑖 = 𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒 + ∑ ∆𝑥𝑝,𝑗
𝑖
𝑗=1                                 (4-14) 
 
Using the predicted angles and Jacobian matrix in Eq. (4-13), the length, 𝑙 of each 
working part can be calculated. Then, the predicted horizontal displacements can be 
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derived using Eq. (4-14). The maximum value among the predicted displacements was 
selected as a maximum radius for the predicted working area. In Eq. (4-14), 𝑝 represents 
the current main points (P1 ~ P3-2). Figure 4.8 presents the horizontal displacements using 




4.4.2 Time to Collision (TTC) 
 
 TTC is defined as the amount of time that will pass before the object, and the target 
collide. The following equations were used to calculate TTC. 
 
||𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑠|| =  √𝑥𝑜𝑏𝑗
2 + 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑗






) − 𝜑𝑠𝑤                                      (4-16) 
 
𝑐 =  ||𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑠||𝜃𝐴𝑇𝐶 − 𝐵𝑐                                           (4-17) 
 
 
𝑇𝑇𝐶 =  
𝜃𝑠𝑤,𝑘−𝜃𝑜𝑏𝑗,𝑘
𝜃𝐴𝑇𝐶
  ; 𝑖𝑓 𝜃𝐴𝑇𝐶 <  0, 𝑇𝑇𝐶
2𝑛𝑑 ≤ 𝑡𝑚.                   (4-18) 
 
 
𝑇𝑇𝐶 =  
𝜃𝑠𝑤,𝑘−𝜃𝑜𝑏𝑗,𝑘
𝜃𝐴𝑇𝐶 +  𝜋
 ;  𝑖𝑓 𝜃𝐴𝑇𝐶 ≥  0, 𝑡𝑚 ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝐶
2𝑛𝑑.                   (4-19) 
 
 
where 𝑥𝑜𝑏𝑗 and 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑗are the object’s estimated coordinates, 𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑠 is the distance between the 
object and excavator’s body center,  𝜑𝑠𝑤 is the excavator’s swing angle, 𝜃𝐴𝑇𝐶  is the angle 
to the collision, 𝐵𝑐 is the bucket clearance, 𝑐 is the clearance between the excavator and an 
object, 𝜃𝑠𝑤 is the swing velocity, 𝑡𝑚 is the predicted time to reach maximum velocity, 
𝜃𝑜𝑏𝑗,𝑘 is the object angular velocity, and 𝑇𝑇𝐶
2𝑛𝑑 is the second-order 𝑇𝑇𝐶 that represents 






Figure 4.9: Variables Illustration for TTC (left), Variables Illustration for Warning Index [19] 
 
4.4.3 Warning Index (x) 
 





                                                (4-20) 
 
 




)                     (4-21) 
 
𝑥 =  
𝑐−𝑐𝑠𝑚
𝑐𝑏𝑟
                                                 (4-22) 
 
where 𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑗 is the object’s position vector, 𝛼𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum deceleration of the 
main body rotation, 𝑐 is the clearance between the excavator and an object, 𝑐𝑠𝑚 is the safety 
margin of clearance, 𝑐𝑏𝑟  is the breaking distance, 𝑥 is the warning index, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛is the 
minimum clearance, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 and 𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 are the sensor signal noise and control 
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uncertainties, respectively. The smaller x represents a more dangerous situation (i.e., high 
collision risk). 
 
4.5 Safety Level Decision 
 
For this project, three safety levels (safe, warning, and emergency requiring a 
breaking action in Fig. 4.9) were considered according to the calculated values of 𝑇𝑇𝐶 and 
𝑥. The safe region means that the excavator can continue to work without any collision 
risks. In the warning region, alarm signals are generated for an operator to recognize 
dangerous situations. In the emergency, the immediate breaking action should be generated 
at the maximum deceleration to avoid collision accidents. The values of thresholds were 









The proposed safety module was discussed in this chapter. The designed algorithm 
can be used to avoid the potential collision among the workers and the machines on the 
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construction site. The proposed algorithms used the data from VLP-16 LiDAR, pressure 
sensors, and a rotation encoder.  
The object detection was done using raw data from the sensors and processing it by 
removing the ground points, clustering, and bounding boxes. A constant-velocity EKF 
coupled with JPDA provides the functions of tracking, prediction of the moving objects, 
and track management of the detections for assigning corresponding tracking details for 
each detection, from the object detection algorithm. 
Using the predicted states of the moving objects and working areas of the excavator 
from the kinematic analysis, the safety indices, 𝑇𝑇𝐶 and 𝑥 were calculated. The introduced 




Chapter 5. Autonomous Excavation Progress 
 
5.1 Volume Estimation Algorithm 
 
This section describes the algorithms for calculating the volume of excavated areas. 
The volume calculation is the first step towards the excavation progress, i.e., how much 
excavation is progressed. Two different estimation methods were adopted for this task. The 
first is to estimate the excavation volume from the ground surface after each dig (i.e., direct 
estimation), and the second is to estimate it through the soil volume contained in the bucket 
that is accumulated after each dig (i.e., indirect estimation). The detail working is explained 
in the below sections. 
 
5.1.1 Point Cloud registration using NDT 
 
Registration is the process of aligning two or more point clouds of the same scene 
[40]. It helped in the reconstruction of the same scene from different sources or locations. 
The registration technique has been used to properly align and merge the reference (fixed), 
and the actual (moving) point cloud.  
In our case, Normal Distribution Transform (NDT) [42] was applied for point cloud 
registration as it showed more robust results for aligning point clouds than the other two 
mentioned in Table 1.1, and 1.2. The output of the registration step is the transformation 
matrix that provides the information of the transformation between the moving and fixed-
point clouds. 
Once we have the transformation matrix, the next step is to align the two point 
clouds using the transformation matrix provided by the registration method. The aligned 
point clouds are stitched and merged. Merging of point clouds for each frame leads to the 
accumulation of point clouds and map building.  
This is section describes the formulation of NDT for a single laser scan. The 
collection of local normal distributions helps NDT in modeling the distribution of all 
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reconstructed points for a single scan. The normal distribution is also known as a gaussian 
distribution that has the symmetric probability about the mean and appears as a bell curve 
in the graph form. 
 First, the environment (point cloud) is subdivided into regular cells with a constant 
size. Each cell must contain at least three points. Any cell having less than three points fails 
to provide accurate normal distribution, and hence regard as empty. For each cell, the 
following steps are done. 
1. Calculation of all the points in a cell 𝑥𝑖  =  1. . 𝑛. 




3. Calculation of covariance 𝛴 =  
1
𝑛
𝛴𝑖(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑞)(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑞)
𝑡 . 
4. The probability of measuring a sample point in a cell is modeled by the 
normal distribution 𝑁(𝑞, 𝛴). 
The NDT forms the regular subdivision similar to the occupancy grids. However, 
it represents the probability of a position for the sample point within a cell rather than the 
probability of a cell being occupied or not. 
Steps for aligning point clouds:  
1. Build the NDT for the first scan (point cloud). 
2. By zero or using the odometry data, initialize the parameter estimate. 
3. Using the second scan, map the points into the coordinates of the first 
scan. 
4. Calculating the normal distribution of each mapped point. 
5. Calculating the score of parameters by the evaluation of distribution. 
6. Calculation of new estimates by optimizing the score. The optimization 
was done using newton’s method. 





5.1.2 Ground excavation volume estimation 
 
The first method to calculate the excavation progress is to estimate the volume of 
dug areas by comparing the pre-excavation or reference ground profile (reference point 
cloud) and actual one (current point cloud) after excavation.  
The workflow for the ground excavation volume estimation is as follows: 
1. Capturing the reference or pre-excavation ground point cloud, as shown in Fig. 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: Pre-Excavation Ground Image and Point Cloud 
 
2. Since the focus is on the ground and thus the stereo camera was at a tilted position 
(Fig. 5. 5), so we applied the transformation matrix for the camera tilting [42]. 
Since the transformation was done only for eliminating the rotation, the affine type 
of transformation was chosen. The affine type provides the transformation as 
translation, scale, rotation, and rotation [43]. Equation 5-1 shows the transformation 
































































]       (5-1) 
 
3. Capturing the point cloud to show the current ground profile after the digging (Fig. 
5.2). 
 
Figure 5.2: Ground Image and Point Cloud After Digging 
 
4. The same transformation in Eq. (5-1) was also applied to the point clouds for the 
current ground profile. 
5. The next step was to register the point clouds. Point cloud registration is the method 
of aligning two or more point clouds of the same scene and integrating them into a 
common coordinate system (section 5.1.1). 
6. After registration, the last step was to subtract the excavated point cloud from the 
reference one. The subtracted region is the difference between two point clouds and 
provides the info of accumulated excavation volume.  
 
5.1.3 Bucket CAD Model 
 
The role of the bucket CAD model is to serve as a reference for bucket volume 
estimation. The CAD model was designed using SIEMENS NX software [44]. Since the 
designed CAD file format is a PRT file, there was a need to achieve this bucket in the point 
cloud form for processing with the camera point clouds. The bucket model was first 
converted to a mesh using the triangulation method [45], and then the mesh was sampled 
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with approximately ten thousand points. These sampling points represent the coordinates 
of the bucket. The sampled points were finally converted to point cloud format. The created 
bucket CAD model is shown in Fig. 5.3 (a). Figure 5.3 (b) shows the point cloud of the 
bucket CAD model. 
 
Figure 5.3: Bucket CAD model (a), and Bucket CAD Model Point Cloud (b) 
 
5.1.4 Bucket Volume Estimation 
 
The bucket volume estimation is an important method for volume estimation as the 
bucket is captured at all times during the excavation process. Also, there might be chances 
of occlusion area in the ground map that can affect the ground excavation volume 
estimation. Hence, bucket volume estimation can cover that gap, as it does not have any 
occlusion issue. 
The bucket volume estimation is the second method in volume estimation. For this 
project, the bucket CAD model in Fig. 5.3 was used as a reference. The sensor position 
was fixed to a point where the bucket can be fully captured during the excavation process. 
The bucket volume estimation process is as follows: 
• Fix the camera position to capture the bucket containing the soil, as shown in Fig. 
5.4. 
• Capture the point cloud during the dumping process, as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
• Introduce the bucket CAD model as a reference point cloud. 
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• Apply the registration technique to integrate the bucket point cloud containing soil 
and the CAD model, Fig 5.6. 
• Apply the triangulation [45] technique for filling vacant spaces in the point cloud. 
• Identify the difference between the two point clouds and compute the excavation 
volume. 
 
Figure 5.4: Stereo Camera Position 
 





Figure 5.6: Bucket CAD Model and Registered Point Cloud 
 
 
5.1.5 Volume Estimation Algorithm Summary 
 
Two different techniques, ground excavation volume estimation and bucket volume 
estimation, were adopted to calculate the excavation progress. The registration technique 
was used to stitch and align the point clouds for accurate volume estimation. The ground 
excavation volume estimation was carried out by subtracting the excavated ground from 
the pre-excavation ground. In contrast, bucket volume was estimated by comparing the 
bucket CAD model and a bucket containing soil after each dig. 
Other factors such as camera position, registration algorithm, and type of 
transformation play an essential role. The camera position was selected to a point where 
the arm of the excavator does not block the camera view, and also fully capture the bucket 
during the excavation process. 
 
5.2 Occlusion Detection 
 
Another technical challenge in ground mapping and estimation of autonomous 
excavation progress is the limited range of sensing due to occlusion areas. Specifically, 
piles and other surrounding obstacles on the ground may block the field of view of sensors 
and result in limited environmental monitoring. [46] proposed an idea of combining the 
exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensors for legged robots and [24] extended this idea to 
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the application of an autonomous excavator’s arm. Proprioceptive sensors measure values 
internal to the system, such as motor speed, body rotation, joint angles, and battery voltage, 
while exteroceptive sensors acquire information from the environment; e.g. distance 
measurements, light intensity, and point clouds. For this project, we adopted the idea of 
using the exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensors to overcome the occlusion problem 
from the piles on the ground and reconstruct a map for the occluded area. 
 
5.2.1 Sensor Vision occlusion 
 
As shown in Fig. 5.8, the pile in front of the excavator blocks the vision of the 
sensor. In this case, the perceived data is unaware of the ground on the other side.  
The only information available for this region is the bucket trajectory. The 
occlusion can happen before or during the excavation. The next section describes the 
procedure of the initial map and identifying the bucket trajectory of occluded areas. 
 
5.2.2 Initial Exteroceptive Map 
  
 The exteroceptive sensor was used to scan the ground surface of the excavation 
area. Due to the presence of any blockage such as piles, this sensor was unable to perceive 
the data on the other side of the pile.  Figure 5.7 shows the initial ground map constructed 
by the ZED stereo camera which acts as the exteroceptive sensor. As shown in the figure, 
occluded areas can be seen on the opposite side of the pile where the sensor vision is 





Figure 5.7: Initial Occluded Area Ground Map 
 
5.2.2 Identification of Bucket Trajectory using Kinematic Analysis 
 
Proprioception is achieved by tracking the bucket trajectory as it moves through the 
soil as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The first step in reconstructing a map in an obstructed 
environment is to recognize a bucket trajectory. This was done using the stroke data 
measured using LVDT sensors attached to the arm, boom, and bucket links. The stroke 
data was converted to each joint angle, and these angles were converted to the 𝑥, and 𝑦 
coordinates through a kinematic analysis. Figure 5.9 illustrates the corresponding angles 












Figure 5.8: Occlusion Area in Front of Excavator 
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5.2.2.1  Conversion of Stroke to Bucket Position 
 
Table 5.1: Physical Measurements of Excavator 
Measurement Value Measurement Value 
FB 0.175 m FG 0.576 m 
HC 0.549 m CK 0.187 m 
LN 0.450 m NM 0.298 m 
PQ 0.249 m DQ 0.120 m 
ND 0.111 m 𝛽𝑏 31° 
𝜶𝒃 45° 𝛽𝑎 157.5° 









Figure 5.10: Bucket Actuator and Corresponding Four-Bar Mechanism 
 
where 𝜃𝑏, 𝜃𝑎, and 𝜃𝑘 are the boom, arm, and bucket angles, respectively. 
The boom angle was calculated as: 




)                                            (5-2) 
𝜃𝑏  =  𝜋 −  𝛽𝑏 − 𝛼𝑏 − ∅𝑏                                          (5-3) 
The arm angle 𝜃𝑎 was calculated using the equations below: 




)                                           (5-4) 
𝜃𝑎 =  2𝜋 −  𝛽𝑎 − 𝛼𝑎 − ∅𝑎                                          (5-5) 
The bucket motion is driven by the four-bar mechanism NMQD (Fig. 5.10). The 
bucket angle 𝜃𝑘 can be calculated using the bucket stroke 𝑆𝑘  in the equation below: 




)                                            (5-6) 
𝑀𝑁𝐷 =  𝜋 −  𝛽4 − ∅𝑘                                              (5-7) 
𝑘1  =  √𝑁𝑃
2 + 𝑁𝐷2 − 2.𝑁𝐷.𝑁𝑃. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑀𝑁𝐷)                           (5-8) 




)                                            (5-9) 
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)                                          (5-10) 
𝜇 =  𝛼 +  𝛽                                                     (5-11) 
𝜃𝑘  =  3𝜋 −  𝜇 − 𝛼𝑘                                               (5-12) 
 
After computing the angles for each joint, the next step is to generate 𝑥, and 𝑦 
coordinates of bucket trajectory using the angles. The coordinates were calculated using 
the cosine law. 
𝐵𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑋 =  𝐿2 ×  𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑏  +  𝐿3 ×  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑏 + 𝜃𝑎 )  +  𝐿4 ×  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑏 + 𝜃𝑎 +
𝜃𝑘)      (5-13) 
𝐵𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑌 =  𝐿2 ×  𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑏  +  𝐿3 ×  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑏 + 𝜃𝑎 )  +  𝐿4 ×  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑏 + 𝜃𝑎 +
𝜃𝑘)      (5-14) 
where 𝐵𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑋 , and 𝐵𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑌 are the 𝑥, and 𝑦 coordinates of the bucket 
trajectory.  
Figure 5.11 shows the bucket trajectory after all the computations above. 
 
Figure 5.11: 2D Bucket Trajectory 
 
 




The calculation of a 2D bucket trajectory was addressed in the previous section. 
This 2D trajectory helped identify a path of the bucket but it needs to be converted to 3D 
to reconstruct a map.  For this conversion, we added the bucket width that can provide the 
3D spatial info through merging with the 2D bucket trajectory. Figure 5.12 illustrates the 
conversion of the bucket trajectory in 3D space. 
 
  




5.2.2.3 Meshing and Triangulation of Bucket Trajectory 
 
Meshing is a representation of 3D surfaces as a series of discreet facets [47]. 3D 
meshes are geometric data structures most often composed of a bunch of connected triangles 
that explicitly describe a surface. Meshing creates a surface that is a closed-form 
representation of the scanned point cloud.  The converted 3D trajectory of the bucket 
provides three lines. To cover vacant spaces between these lines, we applied the meshing 
technique that enables us to fill the vacant spaces, as shown in Fig. 5.13. Without meshing, 




Figure 5.13: Conversion of Bucket Trajectory to Mesh 
 
5.2.3 Reconstruction of a Map for Occlusion Areas 
 
The next step after generating a 3D trajectory mesh was to reconstruct a map to 
overcome the occlusion area. For this task, the single frame of reference or a global 
coordinate was firstly determined. The global coordinate system was achieved using the 
transformation matrices mentioned in Section 5.1.2. The sensor coordinates were converted 
to the coordinates of the boom base that was set as the global origin at which because the 
bucket trajectory was calculated. 
After achieving the unified coordinate system, the next step was to merge a 3D 
mesh of the bucket trajectory with the initial map. Once the bucket is passes through the 
occluded area, the erroneous area in the exteroceptive map is merged with the 
proprioceptive trajectory mesh. Both, the mesh from proprioceptive and the initial map 
from exteroceptive are point clouds and hence they can be merged directly. The state of 
the map after a proprioceptive update can be seen in Fig. 5. 14. Fig.5. 15 illustrates a finally 
reconstructed map. The reconstructed ground map after merging the bucket trajectory fills 





Figure 5.14: Map Update After Proprioceptive Merging 
 
Figure 5.15: Reconstructed Map: Occlusion Area Problem 
 
 
5.3 5D mapping 
 
This study, 5D mapping, is referred to as a map that consists of a 3D ground map, 
intensity info based on LiDAR’s beam reflectivity (1D), and force index (1D). The last 1D 
can be used to identify the properties of excavated materials and resistive ground force 
during digging. 
The combination of all these entities generates a 5D map that can provide a broad 
spectrum of the excavated ground info. To support the classification of materials, we also 
applied the neural network (NN) using images taken during the excavation. [25] introduced 
the concept of 4D mapping, but this map lacks the info of the identified material type. So, 
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we extend this concept to a 5D map with the NN based image classification to identify 
material properties. 
For this topic, we split the digging space into six segments for experimental tests. 
Each segment contains a different type of material. We built a 5D map and compared the 
properties of each material type.  
 
5.3.1 Building 3D Geometrical Map 
 
A 3D map includes the geometric information of the ground surface for excavation 
such as 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑧 coordinate, shape, etc. To get the geometrical map, a stereo camera 
was used as it provides the dense point cloud and less vacant spaces between the channels. 
To cover the full area, the registration technique was introduced as it helped in building 
and accumulating the point clouds in a scene. Figure 5.16 shows the 3D geometrical map 
of the excavation ground containing three different materials (artificially supplied) and 
three natural ground material. 
 




Figure 5.17: Excavation Ground Point Cloud 
 
5.3.2 Materials Classification using LiDAR’s Intensity 
 
The stereo camera can provide the geometrical data for the 3D map but provide the 
beam reflectivity or intensity data that can be the additional crucial info of the excavation 
material. 
To overcome this limitation, we fused a stereo camera with a LiDAR sensor that 
can provide intensity data, which can be used for numerous applications, such as feature 
detection, land cover classification, identifying wet areas, and vegetation classification 
[48]. For this project, we utilized its intensity value that can be considered as an index to 
identify the material type. Figure 5.18 shows the intensity map of the same scene from the 
previous Fig. 5.17. 
Note that the intensity alone cannot classify the material as it changes with the 
material’s outer surface. If two surfaces have identical outer colors, then their intensities 
would be similar. To strengthen the informative feature of our created map with the 












Figure 5.18: Intensity Index for Soil 
 
5.3.3 Soil Type Classification Using Neural Network 
 
To strengthen our 5D map, we added the image classification using neural 
networks. Images were taken during the whole excavation process after each dig. The 
MATLAB’s deep learning toolbox provides the pre-trained image classification networks 
[49]. The Pretrained image classification networks were trained over a million images and 
can classify hundreds of objects. For our project, we classified the images of soil and sand, 
that were taken during the excavation process. We came up with the idea of a transfer 
learning concept. Transfer learning is commonly used in deep learning applications; we 
can take a pre-trained network and use it as a starting point to learn new tasks. The fine-
tuning step is more comfortable and faster with a pre-trained network than training a 
network from scratch. The learned features can be transferred to a new task using a smaller 
number of images. 
There are numerous pre-trained networks available, but we chose GoogleNet [50], 
as this network less error rate, provides better transfer learning, and it is relatively faster 
than other pre-trained networks [54]. Every neural network has several layers; the first 
element of the layers is the image input layer. For GoogleNet, the first layer requires the 





Figure 5.19: Network Architecture and Network Layers Information 
 
GoogleNet is a 22 layers deep network when considering only layers with 
parameters. The total number of layers for the construction of the network is about 100. 
However, this figure depends on the infrastructure of the machine learning system. For our 
case, the total number of layers are 144. The weight of the network is set in a way that it 
trains on the “Places365” dataset. 
The convolutional layers of the network extract image features using the last 
learnable layer and the final classification layer that are used to classify the input images. 
For this purpose, we replaced the final two layers of the pre-trained network, ‘loss3-
classifier’, and ‘output’ with new layers adopted to the new data set. The classification 
layer was replaced with a new classification layer that specifies the output classes of the 
network. 
The convolutional network has been trained over 100 images of sand and soil. 
These images were taken during the excavation process. The entire data set was divided 
into 70% of training, 20% of validation, and 10% of testing datasets. During the excavation 
progress, the images were given to our trained neural network for image classification. The 




Figure 5.20: Image Classification Using CNN 
 
 
5.3.4 Construction of 5D Map 
 
Construction of 5D mapping is the process of merging all the above information 
into a single map. The information covers the geo info of the excavated ground, intensity 
values, and force index.  For this project, we divided the map into six segments with 
different types of materials. Each material has its corresponding 5D values with it.  
 Our contribution from building a 5D map is vital as it can help in identifying the 
types of soil, and underground structures, that are one of the major concerns in the urban 
excavation. We started with capturing the point cloud from the ZED stereo camera, which 
can provide the 3D geometrical ground info. The next implemented step was to introduce 
the reflectivity (intensity) concept using the LiDAR sensor and to apply the pressure/force 
index to provide the additional info of material type and resistive ground force in the form 
of a 5D map. Finally, the additional feature added to the 5D map is the image classification 











In this chapter, the experimental results are discussed and analyzed.  The chapter 
starts with the sensor selection for each algorithm. As we have discussed in Chapter 3, 
different sensors opted for this project, and each sensor was chosen based on the application 
of each theme. After the sensors selection, the chapter starts the analysis of results from 
each topic. Starting with the safety algorithm, the sensor location, obstacle detection, 
tracking, and safety indices for single and multiple objects are addressed.  The second part 
of the chapter focuses on the volume estimation algorithm, in which ground volume, and 
bucket volume estimation techniques have been analyzed. The last phase of this chapter 
deals with the material type classification. This part presents the results for 5D mapping. 
Each component of the 5D map is discussed and analyzed.  
 
6.2 Sensors Selection 
 
Two vision sensors have been chosen for this project, VLP-16 LiDAR, and a ZED 
stereo vision camera.  The VLP-16 LiDAR provides a long-range, along with the 360 
degrees field-of-view. The 16 channels of the LiDAR provide a long-range, but less dense 
point cloud data. On the other hand, the ZED camera does not provide a long-range, or 360 
degrees field-of-view, but the point cloud is dense and concentrated to a smaller region and 
short-range. We can analyze from the figure that LiDAR provides a good range, but there 
are some vacant spaces between the channels, while the stereo camera lack in range but 
has a dense point cloud. 
For safety algorithm, LiDAR has been chosen as it covers the whole area around 
the excavator. For volume estimation and ground mapping, the stereo camera was chosen 
as it provides a dense point cloud on a specific region. For 5D mapping, both sensors were 
integrated, stereo camera provided the geometrical info, and LiDAR provided the intensity 
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data. Other proprioceptive sensors, such as pressure sensors, LVDT, and rotational 
encoder, have been used to support both safety and estimation of excavation progress.  
6.3 Predicted Safety Algorithm Results 
 
The first developed algorithm was the predicted safety algorithm. The algorithm 
was tested under different conditions, such as a single object and multiple objects. This 
section describes the location of the sensor for this task and results from single and multiple 
objects. 
6.3.1 Sensor Location 
 
The sensor location was set to a stationary position using the tripod, and the 
excavator was also in the stationary position. The origin of the global coordinate reference 
was chosen as the boom link of the excavator. Since the position of the sensor is fixed, the 
transformation was done before the experiments and the same transformation matrix was 
used for each experiment as the sensor is fixed to the specific location. Figure 6. 1 shows 
the location of the LiDAR sensor. 
 
Figure 6.1: LiDAR Position 
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Note that the excavator does not have a rooftop where the sensor can be mounted. 
So, we decided to use a tripod for the LiDAR sensor. 
6.3.2 Experimental Test Scenario 
 
Experimental tests were carried under the situation where two static objects, and 
two moving objects were around the excavator to reproduce the scenarios for the collision 
that may occur at construction sites. 
In Fig. 6.2, two static objects, T1 and T4, and two moving objects, T15 and T16 are 
indicated. The objects carry their unique labels, as long as they are present inside the region 
interest (ROI). The label has two parts, “T” represents the track and the number represents 
the specific number of that object. Once the object leaves the ROI, its label is deleted and 
upon returning back to the ROI, a new label will be assigned. Therefore, some labels are 
missing from Fig. 6. 2, as those objects are not present in ROI anymore. Object detection, 
tracking, and safety evaluation were performed when the moving objects enter the ROI and 
continue to move closer to the excavator. 
Note that some points in Fig. 6.2, and 6.3 are not clustered due to the processing 
issue. Specifically, those points are not to be formed into clusters yet at the given time 
frame and could be clustered after one or two frames. Experimental results are provided in 
the following section. 
6.3.3 Obstacle Detection and Tracking 
 
Figure 6.2: Multiple Object Detection 
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Figure 6.2 illustrates the raw point cloud data for detected objects obtained using 
the VLP-16 LiDAR sensor. Note that each object has its unique track ID (𝑇1, 𝑇4, 𝑇15, and 
𝑇16 in this case) that facilitates track management to associate data to each detected object 




Figure 6.3: Operator's View 
 
Figure 6.3 shows the operator’s view. The box in the middle represents the 
excavator, and the fan-shaped area in the front of the excavator shows the visible sight of 
the operator, and bounding boxes present objects around the excavator. The track IDs in 





Figure 6.4: Tracking Details for Multiple Objects 
 
Figure 6.4 shows the detailed tracking results by indicating the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 
coordinates of each object. These coordinates indicate both current and predicted positions. 
The predicted positions are 1 second ahead of the current positions. The sensor location act 
as a reference origin for the tracking details. These details are used for object tracking and 
safety evaluations. 
 
6.3.4 Safety Evaluation Results  
 
Figure 6.5 presents the working areas of the excavator, which include the 
maximum, and actual working area. Figure 6.5 also demonstrates the rotation of the 
excavator, heading orientation of the tracked moving objects, and their predicted states. 
Note that the maximum working area shows the working areas when the arm, boom, and 
bucket are fully extended while the inner circle illustrates the current actual working area 
that was calculated using the kinematic analysis based on the stroke data for the 




Note that 𝑇14 and 𝑇1 are the static objects; hence their predicted and current 
positions are almost the same. 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Excavator Working Area - Multiple Objects 
 
Finally, Fig. 6.6 shows safety evaluation results with computed safety indices. The 
current state of T15 and T16 belong to the safe region. However, the predicted state of T16 
indicates that it is entering the emergency region (i.e., a collision accident can occur while 
the worker is moving), a collision risk is expected. Thus, immediate breaking is required 
to avoid a collision.  
In Fig. 6.6, only dynamic (moving) obstacles are considered for safety indices as 
all the static objects were away from the maximum working area, and therefore, they do 








Figure 6.6: Safety Evaluation for Multiple Objects 
In addition to the multiple objects, experiments were carried under the condition of 
a single object.  Figure 6. 7 shows the working area of the excavator along with the current 
and predicted (1 sec ahead) states of the object. From the figure, the object is in the close 
proximity of the excavator, and the predicted states show that the object would collide with 
the excavator and the chances of collision is high. To support this result, Fig. 6. 8 was also 
analyzed. The current state of object 𝑇2 in Fig. 6. 8 is in the safe region, but the predicted 
states are indicating the entering of the object in the emergency region, and the risk of 
collision becomes high. Thus, the prediction is crucial as it indicates in advance about the 
potential accidental risk. 





Figure 6.7: Working Area- Single Object 
 
 





6.4 Volume Estimation Results and Analysis 
 
This section covers the comparative results of the ground excavation volume estimation 
and bucket volume estimation algorithm. To calculate the volume, we added the 
contribution of each cell. This contribution is simply the volume of the elementary 
parallelepiped corresponding to the cellular footprint multiplied by the height difference. 
𝑉 =   𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗  𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡                                           (6-1) 
6.4.1 Bucket Contained Volume Estimation 
 
The bucket contained volume is referred to as the soil volume that the bucket carried 
after each dig. Note that the bucket point cloud and image were captured after each dig 
during the excavation process.  The captured bucket image is shown in Fig. 6.9, while the 
bucket point cloud in Fig. 6. 10. 
 




Figure 6.10: Filled Bucket Point Cloud 
The captured point cloud was then registered and merged with the bucket CAD model. 
Figure 6. 11 shows the registration and merging of filled bucket point cloud with the bucket 
CAD model along with their images for two different cases.  
 
 
Figure 6.11: Filled Bucket Point Cloud and Bucket CAD Model Merged 
    
To analyze the results, two different scenarios are presented in the graphical form. 
The first scenario represents a case when each dig carries almost the same amount of 
volume, while the second scenario have different volume level in each dig. Figure 6. 12 
shows the graph for the first scenario, whereas Fig. 6.13 illustrates the second scenario. 
The digging occurred five times in both scenarios. Note that the volume is continuously 
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increasing because the graph shows the accumulated volume. Accumulated volume is the 
cumulative volume after each dig. 
 
Figure 6.12: Scenario 1 - Accumulated Bucket Volume 
 
 
Figure 6.13: Scenario 2 - Accumulated Bucket Volume 
 
For the first scenario, we tried to have a uniform volume for each dig, and hence 
the first graph shows the relationship closer to the linear model. For the second scenario, 
each dig contains a different amount of soil, and hence the relationship in the second graph 




















































Bucket Volume - Scenario 2
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The graphs show a reasonable volume, i.e., increasing accumulated volume after 
each dig. The results have been compared with the ground excavation volume estimation 
and actual volume to check the accuracy of estimation. A comparison is provided in the 
6.4.3 
6.4.2 Ground Excavation Volume estimation 
 
The ground excavation volume estimation is the process of gathering point cloud 
from the ground surface after each dig and estimating the dug volume. After each dig, some 
volume of the ground can be removed, and comparing it with the initial point cloud (initial 
ground volume) can provide the volume change. Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show point clouds 
of the ground before and after the excavation, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.14: Ground Surface Point Cloud Before Excavation 
 




For the ground excavation volume estimation, the same two scenarios used in the 
bucket volume estimation were chosen as the bucket volume estimation. The first scenario 
has the same volume of soil in each dig, while the second scenario has different volumes 
in each dig.  Below are the two graphs that show the ground excavation volume estimation 
of each dig for the two scenarios. 
 
Figure 6.16: Scenario 1 - Ground Volume  
 
 























































6.4.3 Relationship between ground and bucket volume 
 
Figure 6. 18 shows the comparison of scenario one and Fig. 6.19 for scenario 2. 
 
Figure 6.18: Scenario 1 - Bucket and Ground Volume Comparison 
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Figure 6.20: Scenario 1, and 2 Merged - Bucket and Ground Volume Comparison 
 
Figure 6.21: Scenario 1,2, and 3 Merged - Volume Estimation Comparison 
 
By analyzing the two graphs, we can see that bucket volume and ground volume 
follow the same pattern with an offset separating each other.  This is because the ground 
and bucket volume estimation are based on the same two digging scenarios. Thus, the 
actual dug volume must be almost identical or similar between these two, although there 
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point cloud was taken from the stereo camera that provides a dense point cloud, but the 
sharp edges are hard to get.  The registration technique can match the landmarks in two 
point clouds. Landmarks are the sampled points from the 3D surface.  The number of 
landmarks is insufficient in the case of matching bucket’s point clouds with a CAD model. 
In contrast, landmarks in the ground surface point clouds are sufficient. So, the registration 
technique provides better results when there are sufficient landmarks available, as in the 
case of the ground excavation volume estimation. We can validate our assumption by 
introducing the 3rd scenario in Fig. 6.21. The 3rd scenario also has five digs with different 
amounts of volume. The introduction of the 3rd scenario adds more points in our volume 
graphs for comparison. This can be useful in validating our assumptions. The 3rd is merged 
along with other scenarios.  
 
Figure 6.22: Ground and Bucket Volume Relationship 
 
The graph in Fig. 6.22 shows the relationship between the ground volume and 
bucket volume. From the graph, we can see the pattern closely follows the linear 
relationship except a few points. Table 6.1 shows the difference between ground and bucket 
volume. The bucket volume estimation is important because the bucket can be always 

















Scenario 1,2 and old data merged ( Ground Vs Bucket)
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Table 6.1: Estimated Volume Comparison 
No. of Digs  
Accumulated Ground Volume 
 
 





1 0.018 0.009 0.009 
2 0.034 0.016 0.018 
3 0.049 0.03 0.019 
4 0.05 0.031 0.019 
5 0.06 0.033 0.027 
6 0.069 0.055 0.014 
7 0.073 0.054 0.019 
8 0.074 0.053 0.021 
9 0.083 0.065 0.018 
10 0.086 0.071 0.015 
11 0.092 0.078 0.014 
12 0.098 0.083 0.015 
13 0.11 0.085 0.025 
14 0.12 0.095 0.025 
15 0.13 0.116 0.014 
 
For ground excavation volume estimation, the rate of excavation progress is given as: 
• 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  𝑐𝑢𝑡 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒/𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 
• 𝑐𝑢𝑡 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 − 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 
For bucket volume estimation, the rate of excavation progress is given as: 
• find the bucket volume (m3) 
• Using the linear relationship in Fig. 6.22 and average offset (between (cut) ground 
volume and bucket volume), we can estimate the (cut) ground volume (m3) 
• Rate (%) = (cut) ground volume/initial ground volume 
• Bucket Volume-based Ground Volume = internal bucket volume + average offset 
(Fig. 6.23) 
Table 6.2 shows the excavation progress rate for ground excavation volume estimation 
and bucket volume estimation. 
Table 6.2: Excavation Progress Rate 
No. of Digs Ground Volume (rate) - A Internal Bucket Volume – B  
Bucket Volume-based Ground 
Volume – C 
Difference  
(A-C) 
1 13% 6% 14% 1% 
2 24% 11% 19% 5% 
3 35% 21% 29% 6% 
4 36% 22% 29% 7% 
5 43% 24% 31% 12% 






7 52% 39% 46% 6% 
8 53% 38% 45% 8% 
9 59% 46% 54% 5% 
10 61% 51% 58% 3% 
11 66% 56% 63% 3% 
12 70% 59% 66% 4% 
13 79% 61% 68% 11% 
14 86% 68% 75% 11% 
15 93% 83% 90% 3% 
 
6.5 Occlusion Area Problem Results and Analysis 
 
The occlusion area problems occur when there is a block in the vision of the sensor. 
Figure 6.23 shows a typical example of an occluded area (blue region).  
 
Figure 6.23: Occlusion Area Problem 
6.5.1 Bucket Trajectory formation 
 
In Fig. 6.24, the green box presents initial point clouds of the occluded 




Figure 6.24: Occluded Area Point Cloud 
 
The total number of gathered numbers for this specific case is 1384 over 14 
seconds, with approximately 100 measurements per second. The angle data is then 
converted to 𝑥, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦 coordinates using the kinematic analysis. The point cloud of the 
bucket trajectory was generated using the 𝑥, and 𝑦 coordinates. The bucket trajectory of 
this specific case is shown in Fig. 6.25. This bucket trajectory is then converted to the 3D 
trajectory using the bucket width, which is 15 inches (7.5 inches each side) 
 
Figure 6.25: Bucket Trajectory 
 The next step was to fill out the vacant spaces between the 3D trajectory. This was 




Figure 6.26: Bucket Trajectory Meshing 
Meshing is the last step for the bucket trajectory; the next step was to merge the 
bucket trajectory with the ground point cloud. 
6.5.2 Reconstructed map for occluded area 
 
Figure 6.27: Merging of Occluded Area Point Cloud and Bucket Trajectory 
Figure 6. 27 shows the merging of bucket trajectory with the ground point cloud. 
Note that the coordinate reference for both point clouds are different, so the transformation 
was required. The transformation was computed once before starting the experiment and 
applied to all the experiments. 
After transforming the bucket trajectory, the final reconstructed map was obtained 
by merging the transformed bucket point cloud and ground point cloud.  Note that the 
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bucket trajectory also contains points that do not belong to the ground. So we deleted these 
points and the final constructed map is given as follows. 
 
Figure 6.28: Reconstructed Map for Occluded Area 
 
6.5.3 Verification of reconstructed map for Occluded Area. 
 
To verify the accuracy of the reconstructed map including the occluded area, it was 
compared to the 3D map using the point cloud that was obtained from the stereo vision 
camera installed in the opposite direction of the occluded region. 
 




Figure 6.30: Occluded Area - Opposite Side 
 
From the above two figures, we can observe that the occluded area in the front point 
cloud (Fig. 6.29) can be seen from the opposite side (Fig. 6.30) of the same point cloud. 
Note that these two point clouds were taken separately. Below are the figures of 
reconstructed maps and their corresponding point clouds from the opposite direction for 
verification purposes.  
 
 







6.6 Material Properties – 5D Map 
 
6.6.1 3D ground map and LiDAR’s intensity 
 
5D mapping is the construction of a map that consists of a 3D ground map, intensity 
info based on LiDAR’s beam reflectivity, and force index. 
 For 5D map construction, both stereo camera and LiDAR were used. The three-
dimensional geometrical position ( , 𝑦, and 𝑧 coordinates) was measured by a stereo camera 
while intensity (reflectivity) data was collected by a LiDAR. Figure 6. 32 shows a 3D map 
that shows the x, y, z coordinates of the targeted ground for excavation. The corresponding 
intensity value by a LiDAR can be seen in Fig. 6. 33. 
 




Figure 6.33: Soil Intensity Value for 5D Map 
 
From the above figure, we can see that the two point clouds provide the coordinate 
info and intensity of the ground materials. To construct a 5D map, the second step is to 
merge the two point clouds obtained from the different types of sensors (stereo camera and 
Lidar). The merged point cloud was achieved by transforming one of the point clouds and 
merging with the other point cloud.  
 
Figure 6.34: Position and Intensity Values for Sand and Soil 
 
In figure 6. 35, we can observe that there is a significant difference in intensity 
between sand (left) and soil (right).  So, the intensity information could be used as an index 
to identify the type of materials but the intensity value is surface dependent. Specifically, 
if the colors of two materials are similar, their intensity values could be similar. However, 
the material info itself is not sufficient for sensing and control for autonomous excavation 





So, we introduced the force an additional index for the 5D mapping to represent the 
materials as follows. 
 
6.6.2 Force Index 
 
For 5D mapping, the head-side force and net force (see Eq. 3-2) of the bucket 
cylinder were considered as the force index. This is because the head-side force is 
generated by the bucket cylinder’s extension during the excavation cycle (consisting of 
penetration, drag and rotate or curl) and the net force (=head side force-rod side force) of 
the bucket cylinder is used to be against the ground resistive forces. For experimental 
validation of the force index, the head-side and net forces were measured for the same 
target ground that has 6 segments. (Fig. 5.17). The first segment was the sand, the second 
was the mixture of sand and soil, third as soil, and the rest of the three were natural ground. 
Segment 1-3 were artificially made by putting materials on the ground, while segment 4-6 
were the original ground surface. 
 To identify a digging point of the bucket on the ground surface during the 
excavation cycle, the bucket trajectory with respect to time was identified using the LVDT 
sensors and kinematic analysis. 
 Figure 6. 35 and 36 show the bucket tip’s trajectories with time of sand (Segment 
1) and soil (Segment 3) as an example among 6 segments. The lowest point in each 
trajectory presents the digging (contact) point of the bucket during the excavation cycle. s 
 




Figure 6.36: Soil Bucket Trajectory w.r.t to Time 
After identifying the point of contact in time, we calculated the head, rod, and net 
forces at that time. The head force and rod force were calculated using the pressure data 
(measured by pressure sensors) and areas of the head and rod sides. The net force was 
calculated by subtracting the rod force from the head one. The head, rod, and net forces for 
the sand and soil ground are shown in Fig. 6. 37 – 6. 42). 
 
Figure 6.37: Head Force - Sand 




Figure 6.38: Rod Force - Sand 
 
 
Figure 6.39: Net Force - Sand 
 
Digging (contact time) 




Figure 6.40: Head Force - Soil 
 
 
Figure 6.41: Rod Force - Soil 
Digging (contact time) 




Figure 6.42: Net Force - Soil 
 
Note that the above figures are shown to illustrate the pattern of three forces during 
the excavation cycle. Only the point of contact was taken for analysis.  
 
6.6.3 Relationship between Intensities and Forces 
 
Table 6. 2 shows the intensity and head and net forces for all the six segments. 
 
Table 6.3: Intensity and Forces Relationship 
Segment No. and Type Intensity Head Force (N) Net Force (N) 
1. Sand 70 3205 2050 
2. Sand + Soil 22 3200 2000 
3. Soil 14 3100 1900 
4. Natural ground 1 36 3125 1900 
5. Natural ground 2 28 3390 2250 
6. Natural ground 3 22 3180 2200 




Segments 1-3 were artificially distributed on the ground, and it contains three types 
of materials, sand, sand plus soil, and the soil. Note that the segments 1-3 were placed on 
the ground and not buried under the ground. Since the materials are not buried, so the 
ground resistive force is low in this case, and hence the resistive force is mostly material 
dependent. The intensity values depend on the color of the material surface, and hence, the 
sand has the highest intensity due to a brighter outer surface. In comparison, the soil has 
the lowest intensity due to a darker surface. The head and net forces for this case are 
material dependant. That is why it is linearly proportional to the intensity values.  
 
Table 6.4: Natural Ground Classification Relationship 
Segment Type Intensity Head Force  Net Force Depth  
4. Natural ground 1 36 (1) 3125 N (3) 1900 N (3) -0.55 m (3) 
5. Natural ground 2 28 (2) 3390 N (1) 2250 N (1) -0.65 m (1) 
6. Natural ground 3 22 (3) 3180 N (2) 2200 N (2) -0.58 m (2) 
 
Since the ground contact for digging was done on the natural hard ground, the net 
force index indicating the resistive force could be associated with the digging (contact) 
depth. So, we also checked the digging depth for segment 4, 5, and 6. From the table, we 
can note that the digging depth is ranked in the same order as the net (and head) force index. 
This means that higher digging depth may result in an increase of the resistive force during 
the ground contact and thus the net force index.  
As seen in the above table, since there is no regular pattern between intensity and 
net force, the intensity information cannot indicate the severity of the resistive ground 




6.6.4 Soil type image classification results 
 
The image classification was done using the GoogleNet pre-trained classification 
network. The images taken during the excavation task were utilized for training the 
network. 
 
Figure 6.43: Image Classification – Segment 1 
 




Figure 6.45: Image Classification - Segment 3 
From the above figures, we can see that the trained neural network can successfully 
classify types of excavation materials. The occupancy is shown in the form of percentages. 
The average accuracy was noted to be 94%. 
 
6.6.5 5D map Construction 
 
The construction of a 5D map is the integration of attributes mentioned above 
(coordinate, intensity, and net force). The following figure illustrates the 5D map 











Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
7.1  Conclusion 
 
This project aimed to design predicted safety algorithms for eliminating any 
chances of a potential collision, and estimation of excavation progress to estimate the 
completion of work in progress, deal with the occluded area issue and identify material 
properties. 
Since the safety of autonomous excavators is crucial, there has been a need to 
develop more sophisticated safety control algorithms that are beyond the conventional 
safety techniques based on simple proximity detections and alarming. To meet this 
necessity, we developed the advanced safety algorithm for autonomous excavation that 
allows us to predict the states of the moving objects around the excavator and to calculate 
the time and distance to a collision.  
The developed safety algorithm focuses on the predicted states of the objects around 
the excavator and evaluates the safety condition. The raw data from the LiDAR sensor was 
segmented into the ground and non-ground points using RANSAC. The non-ground points 
are then clustered using the K-means clustering technique. These clustered points are then 
converted to bounding boxes and referred to as the detected objects. To track the detected 
objects, EKF was used. JPDA provided the track management for associating the tracking 
detail such as tags, current state, predicted state, and covariance to each detected object. 
Using the kinematic analysis, the working area of the excavator was calculated. Finally, 
the safety indices were calculated using the predicted states of the objects and the working 
area of the excavator.  
The experiments were carried out in the presence of single, multiple, static, and 
moving objects. VLP-16 LiDAR sensor was used to monitor the environment. The 
experiment results showed current and predicted states of the detected objects. Using the 
predicted states, and the working area of the excavator the time and distance to a collision 
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of each object to the excavator were calculated. The safety evaluation was indicated based 
on the safety indices as safe, warning, or emergency conditions. 
For volume estimation, the primary focus was to estimate the progress of 
excavation. This was done using two different methods: ground excavation volume 
estimation and bucket volume estimation. The ground excavation volume estimation was 
carried out by subtracting the excavated ground from the pre-excavation ground. In 
contrast, bucket volume was estimated by comparing the bucket CAD model and a bucket 
containing soil after each dig.  The experimental results present that the bucket volume 
estimation is less accurate than the ground excavation volume estimation. However, they 
follow the same pattern with some offset value.  This is because the ground and bucket 
volume estimation was based on the same digging scenarios.  
The occlusion area was itself a challenge during the ground mapping. This 
happened when the pile on the ground or the excavator’s arm blocked the vision of the 
sensor and it was unable to perceive the correct data. There was a need to overcome the 
sensor occluded area for proper ground mapping. For such cases, we fused the 
exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensors. The proprioceptive sensors provided the data that 
helped in estimating the bucket trajectory while the proprioceptive sensors measured the 
ground map. To overcome the occluded area, the bucket trajectory was converted to 3D 
mesh using the triangulation method and then it was merged with the ground map to 
reconstruct a 3D map. The accuracy of this map was verified by taking data from the 
opposite side of the occluded area. The results showed that the bucket trajectory mesh could 
cover the occluded region but the transformation of trajectory reference to the global 
reference is one of the biggest factors as the wrong transformation could lead to incorrect 
map reconstruction. 
To identify the properties of the materials, 5D mapping was introduced. This map 
consists of 3D geometrical info of position, intensity info based on LiDAR, and the force 
index of the bucket cylinder to identify the resistive ground force. The combination of these 
entities generates a 5D map that can be used for the excavated ground info. The 3D 
geometrical info is the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 position of the material. The intensity value is the 
LiDAR’s beam reflectivity. The force index is the calculation of bucket cylinder head, and 
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net force. To support the classification of materials, we also applied the neural network 
(NN) using images taken during the excavation. For the experimental setup, we split the 
digging space into six segments for running tests. Each segment contains a different type 
of material. We built a 5D map and compared the properties of each material type. The 
results showed that the intensity value is directly proportional to the force for the materials 
that were artificially distributed, while it is inversely proportional to the natural ground. 
However, the depth of the natural ground is directly proportional to the ground resistive 
force. 
The developed algorithms can be extensively used for urban excavation, 
agricultural machinery, and other construction equipment where safety and environmental 
monitoring are critical components to achieve autonomous operations.  
 
7.2 Future Improvements   
 
Further improvements in the area of autonomous excavation safety and progress 
monitoring/estimation could include: 
• Introducing UAV drones to monitor the excavation site for safety and progress 
monitoring. This could eliminate the issue of sensors mounting and vibration 
factors for the mounted sensors. 
• Based on our results, the bucket volume estimation is less accurate than the ground 
excavation volume estimation. So, there could be a need to develop a bucket 
volume estimation algorithm that provides more accurate results, because the 
bucket can be captured all the time during the excavation and therefore is a more 
reliable source of estimating the volume. 
• Integration of the developed safety and excavation progress algorithms and its real-
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Appendix A. Point cloud Transformation 
 




















































Shear x,y shear: 
𝑥′ = 𝑥 + 𝑎𝑧 
𝑦′ = 𝑦 + 𝑏𝑧 
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